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EDITORIAL
Be that person who is making a
conscious effort to implement his/her
plans and not just that person who only
puts his/her plans on paper. You get it?
Well, you have got to go after your
dreams one way or the other. If you are
on your way to make your dreams come
true permit me to call you an "inspired
dream chaser".

What's that dream? What's the first thing
that comes to your mind after God?
Perhaps you don't even know that you
have dream. I used to think I didn't have a
dream. I used to dream that I didn't have a
dream, I was just living. Life was a living I
had come to accept until it hit me. I was
made for something more. I was made
for more than just suits and tie. I was
made for more than jollof rice and
chicken. I quite remember when a friend
of mine told me "book no be talent".

Meaning, being brilliant in class is not
necessarily a talent. This saying sunk
deep and I realized how true it was.
With time I discovered myself and with
the help of the Almighty I put my dream
into proper perspective. Don’t forget, that
was just the plan. Now the
implementation process is what matters
the most. It's taken a while but what can I
say, it's a gradual process. I wouldn't say
I'm there but I can say I'm getting there.
Remember it's a process. Trust the
process.

See life without dreams is like a broken
winged bird that can't fly. So hold fast to
dreams. If you don't have one, seek the
face of the creator, He knows you best.
It's time for you to impact the world with
what's inside you. Be inspired, be that
dream chaser.
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ARTISTES FOR THE 1st
QUARTER
ARTISTE FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY
Kaysi Owusu emerged as our artiste for
the month of January. His songs “Yes You
Are the Lord” and “Adom” have been
making waves and have definitely
impacted lives in one way or the other.

ARTISTE FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH
“Oguama Ne Mogya” has been on the lips
of thousands and thousands of people
and it’s still trending. Add the latest
single “Ohene” you’ll be yearning to hear
more from Lil Zig.

ARTISTE FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY
The award winning trio, Preachers
emerged as our artiste for the month of
February. Their hit afro banger “On Point”
has featured on UGMB Charts for weeks.
Preachers is undoubtedly a blessing to
this generation.
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THE RISE OF URBAN GOSPEL MUSIC

Written by Tetteh Teye

Back in 2010, when I first heard “You too Dey Bless” me by Frank Edwards I was taken aback.
“Wow is this gospel” I asked myself. The sound I heard was so soothing, the message was on
point and the rap was just simply amazing. I was definitely hooked. Research helped me to
find out that “You too Dey Bless Me” is a form Contemporary/Urban Gospel Music. I delved
deeper and with time I got to discover the likes of Lil Zig, Muby dey, Royal Priesthood,
Kingzkid, Preachers, Heavens’ Connection, Regardless, Too Deep, Kaysi, Jay Shady, Ian
Jazzi amongst a host of others were gradually gaining grounds in Ghana.

Urban Gospel is a modern form of Christian music that expresses either personal or
communal believe regarding Christian life. Urban Gospel also seeks to give a Christian
alternative to mainstream secular music. Urban Gospel is a new trend and it comes in the
form fast tempo beats and rhythms fused with rap unlike the traditional or established
gospel music style which has slow tempo beats. This then transcends to say that, rhythms,
beats and sound really are irrelevant rather the lyrics that make the song which mostly
takes on a religious subject is most important. The lyrics very often have an explicitly
Christian nature, speaking about the life, death and resurrection of Christ from different
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perspectives. Urban Gospel can also be in the form of spoken word and poetry. There is an
undercurrent flowing through the river of our church culture, the undercurrent is the
integration of urban music into modern praise and worship. Urban Gospel is gradually
gaining grounds and with time it would be a force to reckon with.

Urban Gospel is on the rise and there’s no turning back. Early pacesetters, Royal Priesthood
released “Praise Him” in the early 2000’s and it was a massive hit nationwide. Although
most churches hadn’t fully embraced the concept of Urban Gospel music, the song was
everywhere including church circles. Royal House Chapel was the place to be on Sundays.
Other early pacesetters, Preachers are undeniably one of the biggest urban gospel artistes
in Ghana in terms of their influence, following and awards won. Their nominations at the
VGMAs come as a history for Urban Gospel because, after several editions of the biggest
annual award scheme of the country, VGMA finally recognized the urban gospel genre with
three award nominations. The likes of Kingzkid and Perez Muzik have also been nominated
in the “Unsung” category of the VGMA’s which has helped put Urban Gospel out there in one
way or the other.

The emergence of online websites and blogs have also contributed to the rise of Urban
Gospel. Gone are the days where you would find it difficult to find access to gospel music
online.

The

repjesus.com

likes

of

christmeal.com

gospelyard.com

urbangospelblog.com

ghgospel.com

116tunes.com

christianmissive.org
gospelhaven.com

ghchristians.com worshippersgh.com gospelxyz.com gospellinkonline.com amongst a
host of many others have projected urban gospel to the world out there. With just the click
of a button you get to hear urban gospel tunes regardless of your location. Tell me you don’t
see the work these blogs and websites are doing to help push the movement.

I tried creating an Urban Gospel directory some time ago and I’m still on it. Ask me why? You
see the number of urban gospel acts in Ghana has increased drastically. I discover new acts
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each and every single day. So when I say urban gospel would be a force to reckon with in
the near future, you must understand my sentiments. If I start listing the new acts, this
article would not be finished any time soon. The number of urban gospel songs in the
system today would marvel you. I wouldn’t say we are there yet though. There’s definitely
room for improvement with regards to the quality of sound, quality of video and also the
artworks we put out. Get me right, all am saying is we can do better. I don’t want to mention
names but some acts are doing extremely well in this regard. They don’t compromise on
quality at all. All their productions are top notch, the videos they put out would mesmerize
you.
In a nutshell, urban gospel has come a long way. The only way is up. The early pacesetters
paved the way for the new acts and the standards are definitely rising. I can boldly say that
some urban gospel acts can match some secular acts boot for boot. One would ask what the
way forward is, well I believe if urban gospel acts keep improving their act, they would
break boundaries. Acts should be willing to learn and develop themselves, music goes
beyond talent these days, knowledge is power so don’t stop learning. There’s so much we
all can do. Stay blessed.

Evelyn Mensah – Awesome God [Stream/Purchase Now]
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MODESTY

Written by Evelyn Shika

Modesty is about revealing our dignity and not about hiding ourselves.

It's so sad how the world looks at women. Just go to Google and type "women" and you'll see
images of women not just images but sensual images of women. Where is our dignity?
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Modesty is a way of dressing which intends to avoid encouraging of sexual attraction on
others. Modesty also means decency in dressing, grooming, language and behavior. Here,
modesty doesn't only talk about our dressing but our behavior and language as well.
Talking about modesty as a way of dressing, we can never be addressed better than our
dressing. Ladies, any man that lusts after you will answer to God for his mental adultery but
you will answer to God if you provoked him by the manner in which you are dressed. We can
cause other people to stumble by the way we dress and God is going to hold us responsible
for that. In Romans 14:13, the Bible says; "so then, let us stop judging one another. Instead,
you should decide never to do anything that would make another man stumble or fall into
sin". God knows our hearts and when we are caught up in our own lust. People may say
women are not to be blamed for a man's lustful thoughts and yes that is never a lie, you
cannot hold someone guilty for another person's sin. But a godly man will turn his head
immediately after noticing an immodest woman and there is a chance that he has already
sinned in his mind. You have caused him to sin. We should be watchful about the way we
dress. I have fallen short in this area of modesty myself.
Most of us are being addressed by the way we dress. For instance, in school, when someone
always dresses decently and another person is trying to describe him or her, the person
might use his or her way of dressing. He might say, “the girl who dresses neatly or
modestly". It's the same way they'll address someone who dresses indecently. Your first
introduction is always your dressing. You may be born a Princess but you must learn to
behave like a lady. Even in the Palace, a Princess is taught to behave like a lady. How to talk,
walk, sit, dress, eat, address people and most importantly how to respect others. Our
Father in Heaven is a King which makes us Princes and Princesses and some of us need to
learn how to behave as such to make Him proud.
Modesty does not only apply to women but to men as well. Yes! We know you have muscles
and "6 packs" but you have to put something on because you are causing some women to
stumble. We must respect our bodies as gift from God as said in 1 Corinthians 6:19-20," Don't
you know your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who lives in you and who was given to
you by God? You do not belong to yourself but to God; He bought you for a price so use your
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bodies to Glorify Him". Through our dressing, we can show the Lord that we know how
precious our bodies are.
You do not have to dress in "a certain way" to attract someone, a woman who fears God will
show that she really does by the way she dresses and a Godly man would find that
attractive. Don't be discouraged. God will make a way so that you would meet the person He
has prepared for you. Proverbs 31:25 says, "She is strong and respected and not afraid of
the future". Pray and be patient for He is faithful. You don't need to start doing things to
speed up the process. When the time is right, you will smile.
There are a lot of women who overdress by applying too much makeup, showing cleavages
and other parts of the body etc. but they never look so beautiful as compared to a woman
who dresses decently. You are fooling yourself if you are taking pictures and exposing
cleavages. You are very much aware of how you look when you take pictures and the
message you're sending out there. Our generation looks at the older generation and start
laughing. Our generation is declining, we are going somewhere and we need to be afraid
but instead, we are happy and applaud to how things are going.
I'm not saying we should dress all odd by wearing so many clothes in the name of dressing
decently. This would even hurt us especially when the weather is hot. But there is a clear
difference between appropriate and inappropriate and we know it. We must have a Godly
presentation on how we present ourselves. In addition, we should also not disfigure
ourselves with tattoos and unnecessary body piercing.
Our words and attitude can have influence on us and others. We should express ourselves
through positive and encouraging languages and in action to make those around us happy.
We should try as much as possible to avoid filthy languages and the use of the Lord's name
that is now common in the world. There is power in the tongue therefore say positive things
that would impact our lives and the lives of those around us. People will call their friends all
sort of names and use abusive languages and say, "oh we are friends" Or "It's our language"
but this shouldn't be so. You'll intentionally say it to your friend and unintentionally say it to
someone elsewhere and may get into trouble. Let's be careful of what comes out of our
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mouth. Like our dressing, our language and behavior should also express our Christ-like
character.
There are beautiful outfits that you can get that are modest but still look elegant. And there
are a thousand and one plus nice words we can tell our friends rather than all the negative
and discouraging words. Pray about this and allow God to lead you in the way you dress and
talk that honors Him. Let your love for God and others be seen in the way that you talk and
dress. Galatians 5:16-17 says, “Let the spirit direct your lives and you will not satisfy the
desires of the human nature. For what our human nature wants is opposed to what the
spirit wants and what the spirit wants is opposed to what our human nature wants. These
are two enemies and thus means that you cannot do what you what to do.
There is no reason to be offended about any of these. They are just facts and a command
from God. Godly and honest guys have told me that, the shorter the clothes are, the tighter
they fit and the more flesh that is shown, the harder it is for them not to lust. Don't ever let
anyone stumble by wearing any of these in front of people who aren't your husband; for if
you love the Lord and His ways, you will obey what he asks of you.
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10 URBAN GOSPEL
PROJECTS YOU SHOULD
HAVE ON YOUR
PLAYLIST

2. Ams Writter – Wild N Out
Ams Writter released “Wild N Out” in May
2018. The 15 track album is Ams Writter’s
debut album and it’s a masterpiece by all
standards. I know you’ll put this album on
repeat.

3. Eazy Bob Wizzy – Who Is Eazy
Eazy Bob Wizzy released this gem of an
album in 2016 and it’s still evergreen.
Consisting of 15 tracks “Who Is Eazy”
would leave you in a state of awe. You’ll
Here is a list of 10 urban gospel projects
that you should have on your playlist. This

understand

my

sentiments

after

listening. Stream the project below.

list is in no particular order. Have a feel of
good music. Urban gospel to the world.

4. Goddey – Fine

1. Absteiner – Notes To God
Released in 2017, “Notes to God” has
gradually gained grounds and is making
impact. Lead single “Made It Happen” has
gained favorable reviews from music
lovers.

Absteiner’s

consists of six songs.

“Notes

to

God”

Sensational and award winning vocalist,
Goddey released his debut album titled
“FINE” in 2018. “FINE” is the acronym for
“Feelings inside Not Expressed”. This
album represents every genre you can
think off, be it Hip Hop, RnB, Reggae or
Afro beats and consists of 10 tracks.
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5. Kelvin Flintstones – Basking In Grace

8. Cypaq – Green

Hip Hop to the core. “Basking in Grace” by

“Green” is an album that portrays self-

Kelvin Flintstones one project that would

awareness

take you to another realm, grace realm.

listener to not be afraid to make mistakes.

This project consists of 7 songs. An

Cypaq released this 8 tracks album in

additional bonus track is included, so it’s 8

2018. This album is a body of art I must say.

tracks in total. Christian Hip Hop, good

Stream the project below.

and

encourages

every

music, you’ll enjoy this project.
9. D.Grae – 190
6. Preachers – Level Up
Multiple

award

winning

D.Grae of Love Troy released his first solo
artiste,

project titled 190 in 2018. This project is an

Preachers released their third studio

extended playlist consisting of 6 songs.

album “Level Up” in 2017. The album

The project features the likes of Cypaq,

consists of 17 songs and features a host of

Love Troy and Joey Kay. Versatility at its

sensational acts. The Preachers have

peak.

been consistently consistent over the
years so you know what to expect.

7. Scott Evans – The Glory
Scott Evans worked extremely well in
2018 and “The Glory” album is a testament
to that feet. Songs such as “Everyday” and
“You and I” are making waves all over.
“The Glory” is his debut album and it
consists of 17 songs. This project features
acts from Ghana as well as Nigeria.

10. The Township – Black Dude on the
Amistad
After dropping several singles over the
years, The Township finally released an
extended playlist titled “Black Dude on the
Amistad”. This project is definitely a much
needed breath of fresh air. You ought to
listen to this six track project, you will do
your mind a huge favor.
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ARTISTE PROFILE

Edy C. Radio
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Edy C Radio’s birth name is Clarence Edmund Ankrah. “I acquired the stage name Edy C to
still represent my very self as Edy stands for the Edmund and C for the Clarence”. Edy.C
Radio is a versatile apostolic (Holy Spirit) hip hop, afro pop rapper, singer and songwriter.
Born in Mamprobi and raised by both parents in Laterbiokorshie, a small community in
Accra, he grew up moving around other struggling communities with his parents and
three siblings. Growing up in these struggling communities has given Edy the versatile
background he carries with him today. “I won’t say I was a street boy, I grew up in a
Christian home and I was Sunday schooled but I rolled with them and did stuff with the
street boys”.
Edy had his basic education as he moved around communities and finished his senior high
education studying General science at the Holy Trinity Cathedral Senior High School in
2006. Edy then furthered to the Academy of Film Acting to study Acting and Screenwriting.
Just like every kid, he wanted to be a pilot, then a doctor, then a lawyer, then…it’s a long
list. Edy later realized he favored the arts and acts culture much more. “I realized that it’s
the musician and actor in me that is craving for that Jack-of- all-trade figure. As a
musician and actor, I can be the doctor, the lawyer, nurse or robber without paying the
price, lol.” Edy started writing songs, including gospel, when in high school, identifying his
style with talents like Akon and TPain, as a secular artist and started producing his own
songs with a desktop computer and a microphone after high school. He later started
performing at parties, in night clubs and other social events whilst in the church. “I’ve
always been doing gospel since I started doing music. At the time I started music urban
gospel had no market, zero patronage. I so I guess was doing secular to make some
money then change to gospel in the near future. Funny huh?”
Edy’s charisma and loud talent grew my fan base as time went by. After walking the
runways of many fashions shows as a model, Edy met his turning point when in film
school, glory to God. “But what was I thinking then. Loving God but swaying people away
from him, in the clubs with my songs? My Christian life seemed a paradox back then”. The
spirit of God ministered to Edy, Rev.4:11 to be precise and it kept echoing in his head. This
lead to 411 Nation initiative. Edy hence rededicated his life to Christ and the revolution
started. “The near future” came too fast according to Edy. “I didn’t even release a hit single.
But it was the Father’s will that I start strictly gospel ministry in 2012”. “Coming into the
urban gospel scene in 2012 I knew no Ghanaian act to look up to, and I had no single record
of any artist to listen to squeeze inspiration from. Inspiration has been the Holy Spirit
since day one, when even friends discouraged me. They would listen to me rap, pick a line
or two out of it and tease me”.
“I revere every act in the sector and acknowledge the “seniors” but for inspiration, I
squeeze mine from the Holy Spirit only”.
I know most of you know about the versatility of Edy C Radio. Edy is multi-talented, I tell
you. “One good element in arts is versatility, and for a multitalented force like me it’s easy
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to put this element to use. As such I get to wow my fans anytime I drop a new piece and
make them cling to me wondering what’s next. I came in as a rapper but my strength lies
more in singing and a combination of the two tastes best, like asaanaa and milk”. Edy
added Radio to Edy.C to reason with his quest to propagate the gospel, strongly
impervious to any contrary force. Edy C is a preacher too. “The difference is I add rhythm
and melody to my sermons”. There’s this feeling of satisfaction and a little of fulfillment
within Edy anytime when he hears people call him “Mr. Radio”. Edy C hence feels
responsible somewhat, to live up to the meaning behind it. “Matter of fact I will retain the
name soon, Mr. Radio”.
Edy had this to say about his mission and vision. “There’s only one thing I want to do, to live
in response to my call to duty as a minister. Today I am set to stand of the many to inform
the youth that talents are given for Godly use only and to inspire the drifted to. To reach out
to the lost through urbanization and to give not-prohibited entertainment to the Christian
youth. But as I make progress, many things will change and objectives will most definitely
change”. Edy’s musical journey started off without any record. He preferred performing
live his songs and passionate on taking the gospel to the streets and creating awareness
on the use of talents to please God and Him alone. However, with record, Edy initiated the
Gospel Rap Concert in 2013 and took it to the streets 2014 as the Gospel Rap Crusade. The
crusade saw artists like Nii Soul, Royal Priesthood, Lil Zig and many others minister to win
souls on the streets. From a performing artist to a recording artist, Edy released his debut
record “Our God Is Great” same year after featuring on 411 Nation’s titled “411” with Lil Zig,
Nii Soul and Chosen Yesuba.
Later the same year, Edy released his second single, “Good Morning” the right dose to
quick start your day, then ahead of his maiden Colors of Love event held on Valentine’s
Day in 2015, he released his third song, “Things He Does for Love”, the shiigege song,
featuring Chosen Yesuba. Now you know where and when the shiigege originated. After
“Things He Does for Love” came the “No Love” favorite. After the refreshing masterpiece
“He Reigns” featuring Judah of Royal Priesthood followed. With seven records, Edy toured
the prisons, churches, hospital, neighborhoods and schools, termed the “iGot Jesus Tours”
following the release of his “iGot Jesus” song. Mr. Radio is basically breaking barriers.
Songs such as “Ogyefo” and “Ugly” have made massive impact. His new single “We Don’t
Care” is already making waves. He released the visuals for “iGot Jesus” recently and trust
me the views are piling up.
Edy C sees urban gospel taking over Ghana music in entirety. A time when the icons of
Ghana music will be the Holy Spirit filled music soldiers of the gospel. A time when we
would have finished explaining to people what we are doing, what this means. Edy C
envisions a time when there will be many joints in town that he can walk in at leisure to
enjoy live urban gospel without alcoholism, smoking and indecency, just having fun God’s
way. “We all a have a part to play, actors, musicians, videographers, bloggers, presenters,
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DJs and all. The future of urban gospel is so colorful. It isn’t coming easy but God is the
orchestrator”.
Ever since Edy featured on “Will Your Soul Be Saved” single, released in January 2011,
some fans, friends and family have believed in him. They’ve always encouraged him to
what he does best. They’ve since supported him from his first single up till now. “I love
them all and I much appreciate the love and support. I believe a successful life is a fulfilled
purpose in life. There are better days ahead. My best is yet to come as God is still working
on me, shiigege!”
You can contact on this number +233 026-654-3210 or via email, edycradio@gmail.com.
Follow Edy C Radio on all social media platforms @edycradio. Follow the link below to get
access to all songs by Edy C Radio.
Edy C Radio Discography
Watch out for Edy C. Radio’s concert. Coming to you live this August
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THE ELECTRONIC
PRESS KIT

Make sure that your press kit is organized
and

easy

to

follow.

All

of

your

documentation should be prim, proper
and well edited. That means no typos (e.g.
its and its).

All text should be in an easily readable
PDF format (kind of like this EBook). Try
your best to keep everything you are
The Electronic Press Kit also known as

providing in one document. Include

the EPK is a traditional promo package in

hyperlinks to your website, streaming

a digital form that lives on a musician or

profile, and recent press.

musician manager’s website. Musicians
can create their own EPKs using free
programs and widgets and may also

Here are a few but important things which
should be included in your press kit

house them on hosting sites such as
Reverb Nation.

High-resolution Photos: Don’t cheap out

An electronic press kit should always

on this one. Hire a photographer to take a

contain the musician’s biography and

few high quality snaps. They will end up

details about releases. It can also include

representing you across the web. So

press photos, videos, upcoming tour

make them count.

dates, backline requirements and other

Short Biography: Your bio should be

marketing information. All the content on

thorough but succinct. Don’t tell your

EPKs is downloadable media meant to

entire life story. But also don’t just list off

provide the reader or recipient with all

your name and birth date. Find an

information the necessary to include in a

engaging balance.

program, review, or article.
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1-2 Recent Pieces of Press: Including

Your EPK should also contain recordings

press if you have it. It can be as simple as a

of your music as well as live recordings.

blog post or a show review. Make sure it’s

Press kits should give the reader a keen

always current.

sense of who you are, what you do and

Stable Links to Your Music: This is where

what you sound like. But don’t overdo it.

your Bandcamp or Soundcloud profiles

Your bio should be clean, current and high

come in handy. Soundcloud even lets you

level. If you’re not comfortable writing

post tracks privately. Sharing privately

one on your own, this would be a good

for your press kit is a great way to add

time to pay to have one done. Or better yet,

some exclusivity to your Press Kit.

get that one friend or person who is good

Upcoming

Tour

Dates:

Keep

these

current. If someone is reading your

at writing do it for you. Nothing says “look
at me” quite like a well-made press kit.

press-kit chances are they’ll want to see
you live as well. Don’t miss that one big
chance.
Past

Shows:

Detail

your

past

performances and be sure to mention
who you have played with. Drop some
names but keep it tasteful.
Solid Contact Information: A solid contact
information is the most important thing to
be included in your EPK. An EPK is like a
business card thus it should have your
phone

number,

email

and

mailing

address. The more ways to get in contact
the better. Don’t miss out on opportunities
because someone couldn’t reach you.
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TOP 50 TUNES ON UGMB – 2018

1. Kojo Black – Heaven (feat. The
Township)
2. Kaysi Owusu – Yes You Are The
Lord
3. TheWord – Preaching Nu (feat.
Miklez)

13. Kaysi Owusu – Adom
14. Kells – Gratitude
15. Rak – Everlasting God
16. Mic Yorny – Say No To Drugs
17. Landish – God Is My Plan A
18. Nana Kessi – Blessings

4. Joey Sarf – Laugh Out Loud

19. Miklez – Show Me the Way

5. M.A.D. Bruvas – Oben Me Daa

20. Cyril Sam – Taal3 (feat. Risen

6. Neqta – Broyna

Moore)

7. El Melo – No Juju (feat. Majesty)

21. Andywealth – Love Me for Real

8. Captain Phronesis – Wonfaman

22. IR4C – Woye Mame

9. Yongrush – Mama’s Words

23. Neqta – The Mash Up

10. The Word – Praise Him

24. Captain Phronesis – Amazing God

11. Captain Phronesis – Same God
(feat. Mel)
12. Jay Song Ttm – Y3b3 Duru (feat.

(feat. Pascal)
25. Yongrush – Cool Broda
26. R4J – Jesus Infected

Miss Walters)
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27. Kells – Don’t Be Afraid (feat.
Kaysi)
28. Goddey – Let It Go (feat. BoiDope)
29. Option – The Sower
30. Preachers – On Point
31. Kells – Running Back To You
32. Pipe Spence – I Worship You
33. D. Grae – Number One

Feel the sound of good Christian music.
Visit www.urbangospelblog.com or
www.urbangospeltunez.wordpress.com
for all the latest urban gospel music
updates.
UGMB, your urban gospel music hotspot.

34. OBJ – Tse Ataa
35. 2Fresh4God – Testimony
36. Davies Gospel – Provider
37. BoiDope – Positive Vibe
38. Jaysong TTM – My Ministry (feat.
BoiDope, Lil Zig, Miss Walters)
39. Kelvin Flintstones – Basking In
Grace
40. Trap – One Way
41. Bodiless – Nobody (feat. Ebenda)
42. OBJ Era – Alright (feat. Terley,
D’Blessed)
43. Miklez – Devils Call
44. Yongrush – Habit of the Heart
45. Fred Rick – Ade Akye
46. Kells – Aseda (feat. Agya Kwaku)
47. Christkid – Encrypted
48. Superiors – Thanks And Praise
49. R4J – iGot Jesus (feat. Akapela,
Edy C Radio, Lil Zig, Kelvin
Flintstones)
50. Olade – Yenkor
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